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Intuitive Theories

Before learning scientific theories we construct intuitive 
theories of the relevant phenomena.

They are theories in that they support explanation, 
prediction, intervention, and counterfactual reasoning.

They are intuitive because they are less precise and less 
accurate than scientific theories.



Charting Intuition





Intuitions About Matter



Intuitions About Life



Conceptual Change

From Chi (1992)



Reemergence of Animism

Zaitchik & Solomon (2008)



Animism in Undergrads

Goldberg & Thompson-Schill (2009)



Animism in Bio Professors

Goldberg & Thompson-Schill (2009)



Our Research

Using a speeded statement-verification task, we’ve found 
that intuitive theories compete with scientific theories:

(1) Across content domains
(2) Across age
(3) Across education
(4) Across contexts
(5) Despite targeted instruction



Method

Participants (150 undergrads) verified 200 statements 
as quickly as possible, 20 in each of 10 domains.

Half were true; half were false.

Half were consistent with intuition; half were not.



Materials

Consistent statements:

True on T1 and T2 (“Rocks are composed of matter”)
False on T1 and T2 (“Numbers are composed of matter”)

Inconsistent statements:

True on T1, false on T2 (“Fire is composed of matter”)
False on T1, true on T2 (“Air is composed of matter”)



Other Examples



10 Domains, 50 Concepts



Response Accuracy



Response Latency



An Enduring Phenomenon?

Tensions between science and intuition may decrease 
with age and education.

We administered the same task to 48 older adults, M
age = 65.7 (range = 50 to 87).

Some were professional scientists.



Accuracy by Age



Latency by Age



Accuracy by Education



Latency by Education



Can We Be Primed to Do Better?

A statement like “air has weight” is difficult to verify 
because we represent two senses of weight:

Scientific: Product of mass and gravity
Intuitive: Heft

We sought to prime one sense or the other with images 
interspersed between statements (n = 100 undergrads).

We focused on the domains of life and matter.



Materials

240 statements per domain = 80 items x 3 predicates

Biological predicates

Reproduces
Respires

Needs nutrients

Physical predicates

Has weight
Has a temperature

Occupies space



Sample Biological Primes



Sample Physical Primes



Accuracy by Prime



Latency by Prime



Can We Be Trained to Do Better?

Priming produced a small increase in accuracy but no 
increase in speed.

Would direct instruction close the gap between intuitive 
and counterintuitive statements? (n = 138 undergrads)



Design

Pretest: 240 speeded statement verifications, half 
on life and half on matter (intermixed)

Tutorial: 7-minute tutorial on life or matter, followed 
by attention checks

Posttest: 240 different statement verifications, half on 
life and half on matter



Tutorials

The tutorials emphasized the scientific properties of life 
and matter and refuted common misconceptions.



Analysis

Pre-post differences are analyzed by whether they were 
in the domain targeted by instruction.

Life tutorial: Instructed = life, uninstructed = matter
Matter tutorial: Instructed = matter, uninstructed = life



Accuracy: Uninstructed Domain



Accuracy: Instructed Domain



Latency: Uninstructed Domain



Latency: Instructed Domain



Would Children Show the Effect?

Adults learn the properties of life and matter as children; 
our tutorial was more of a reminder than a tutor.

Perhaps the effect of instruction is more potent for those 
in the midst of constructing a scientific theory.

We administered the same task and the same tutorial to 
78 children between 5 and 12 (M age = 8.7).



Accuracy: Uninstructed Domain



Accuracy: Instructed Domain



Latency: Uninstructed Domain



Latency: Instructed Domain



Conclusions

Counterintuitive scientific ideas are verified more 
accurately given the right:

(1) Context
(2) Instruction
(3) Expertise

But response lags persist, implying that intuitive ideas 
are elicited automatically and must be suppressed.



Implications

Message from 1980-2010: students hold intuitive 
theories prior to instruction.

Message today: students hold intuitive theories even 
after instruction.

Students need help differentiating beliefs/behaviors 
based on intuition from those based on science.
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Questions?

Sunrise on Mars

i never knew mars had a sun
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